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1956 TEST TRACK REPLACED THIS SUMMER
The 1956 Nebraska Tractor Test Track was recently
demolished and hauled away. A new testing surface 7 feet
wider and 2 inches thicker is set to be installed in time for the
fall test season. At this time, workers are removing subsoil and
adding a sub-surface drainage system. The new 9 inch thick
concrete track will be on a base of gravel and crushed rock. It
will also have banking which will allow for higher speed testing.
The Lincoln engineering firm involved, HWS, has not only
designed the new track, but also designed the track constructed
in 1956. Another 50 years of testing is anticipated on the new
surface. Director Roger Hoy reports more through his report
along with pictures found on the back of this issue.

FUTURE TRACTOR ENTHUSIASTS ON THE WAY?
Nicole Hollander is a young tractor enthusiast. She knows enough
about her Dad’s1934 John Deere A to spin the flywheel and drive it
away as soon as her arms and legs will let her. Nicole will always
remember her Dad and his tractors. She will remember the shows,
parades and the pop-pop noise coming out of the garage.
Many have interests in tractors because they or the ones they loved
drove tractors in the fields and fixed them in the shop. The next
generation may have an interest in tractors because they or the ones
they love drove tractors in the parades and restored them in the
garage. Please write with your ideas of how we can cultivate today’s
young interest in tractors.
Tractor Test Museum – P.O. Box 830833 – Lincoln, NE 68583

NEBRASKA TRACTOR TEST EXPO: 100 TRACTORS
Once again the Nebraska State Fair August 24th
through September 3rd will be providing the Tractor
Test Museum with an exhibit area large enough for 100
tractors. Due to the national interest in the Nebraska
Tractor Test and the growing interest in our museum,
it is our goal to someday fill this space with tractors
not only from Nebraska, but from other states.
Though the tractor test law is exclusive to
Nebraska, the tractor tests have been of great value
and interest to individuals across the land. It is only
fitting to celebrate this by developing an exposition of
the Nebraska Tractor Test with a collection of tractors
at the annual Nebraska State Fair. Check the mail for
details about exhibiting your tractor this year with us.

OLD TRACTOR HAS NEW HOME
A 1917 Advance-Rumely Oil-Pull Model “H” tractor was recently
donated to the museum by Bill Overturf (current museum board
member) and his two daughters Kay Knutson and Pamela Pearson.
The tractor is in excellent condition. The addition is very
significant to our collection. It was this model that Wilmot Crozier,
founder of the Nebraska Tractor Test Law, purchased and soon
became convinced that tractors were more that adequate
replacements for any team of mules or horses. Because of this
tractor, Mr. Crozier was determined to push the Nebraska Tractor
Test Bill through the legislature so all tractor companies would be
held accountable for their product and farmers were as satisfied
with their purchased tractor as he was with this Rumely Oil-Pull.

DIRECTOR’S REPORT
We were invited to exhibit five of our tractors at the
celebration of the 100th anniversary of the founding of the
American Society of Agricultural Engineers (now the American
Society of Agricultural and Biological Engineers), held at the
Convention Center in Minneapolis, MN. They paid the cost of
shipping the tractors, using two semi’s and they were placed with
about 30 other tractors to show the development of the tractor
over this past century. We were asked to bring our 1909 Ford
(the tractor causing the Nebraska Tractor Test Law), Waterloo Boy
(first tractor passing the test), Farmall Regular (first tractor that
could be used to cultivate corn), Oliver Hart-Parr (first with
adjustable rear axel wheel spacing) and the Allis-Chalmers U (first
with rubber tires). These were placed among a number of other
early tractors and with the latest Case-IH, Challenger and John
Deere’s.
The photos show our Ford surrounded by a Challenger and a
Case-IH, the Waterloo Boy just ahead of an IHC 10-20, and the
Allis-Chalmers U leading a Case steamer. The display was well
presented and they especially appreciated our participation. I
took 200 of our brochures and returned with about 50.
The Behlen building, now insulated and provided with HVAC is
proving to be a real asset for our restoring activities. We have
completed restoration of our 1917 Minneapolis “U” and a
Minneapolis Moline “R”. The student club has our John Deere “D”
in about a thousand parts and we hope they remember where
things came from.
We have re-arranged our tractors to allow us to bring the 1917
Advance Rumely Oil Pull tractor into the building. This now
improves our story about the Tractor Test Law as Wilmont
Crozier first purchased a Ford tractor, was totally unsatisfied with
it, then bought the same model of Rumely that we have. He was
very satisfied with the Rumely and that was his impetus for
establishing a law to provide farmers with an independent test to
verify the advertised claims by tractor manufacturers.
Museum Director Bill Splinter

FROM THE CURATOR’S DESK
Lou Leviticus
New “Finds among the Museum ‘s “Old Stuff”
“Look and ye shall find” is an old true saying. I constantly find something new in our collection and I have still a
huge drawer full of the “stuff” to go through. I also learned about some of the things going on at the time.
Here are some examples of the materials I found and am in the process of cataloguing:
1. There was a “Nebraska Tractor Testing Advisory Board”. The Board consisted of Nebraska farmers,
Department of Agriculture, Dealer Association and Tractor Test Board members and Laboratory Staff. Its
“task” was to counteract efforts of individual dealers, who wanted the test program abolished. Today there
is still that effort, but now it is with the help of the Iowa-Nebraska Dealers Association out of Des Moines,
Iowa.
2. Loads of catalogues and correspondence with companies. First of all they are sorted according to
manufacturer, then they will be arranged according to dates.
3. I found some interesting info on plans which might have caused the destruction of the old TTL building,
which houses the current museum. This was in a letter by former VC Omtvedt to Mr. John Skold and Dr.
Glenn Hoffman.
4. Old reports and photographs on various tests conducted by people connected to tractor Testing. As an
example, les Larsen tested, and apparently developed, a “Basin Lister”, which was meant to make small
ponds between rows for improving water penetration and reducing runoff. This was work done in 1948.

5. In Other reports:
1925: “Draft of Farm Wagons as affected by Height of Wheel and Width of Tire” (Wooley and Jones)
1941: “Drawbar Performance & Soil-Tire Efficiency Comparison (Firstone, Arnold Skromme)
1922:” Choosing a Tractor (For a Corn-Belt Farm)”. (USDA, Reynoldson, Tulley) Great Photographs;
One with our Moline universal at work, the first one I’ve ever seen like that
1936 “Motors Laboratory Manual” (UN-L Ag. Eng. CHAUNCY SMITH, R.H.Heller)
1915/1925 “Farm Power” (International Harvester Company – ASAE Reprint)
All of these will have to be catalogued after sorting and so I think that I’ll be busy for at least 5 more years. The
archiving of photographs is continuing and I’ve had positive feedback from viewers.
See images online at: http://tractorpedia.unl.edu/image_archive.shtml

LOOKING BACK AT THE TRACK
Information Provided by Al Brhel

FEATURED FRIENDS
Bill
and
Betty
Tomes, aka, B & B
keep the museum
informed of unique
tractor pictures.
We appreciate our
Friends keeping us on
top
of
anything
related to tractors.
Thanks Bill and Betty!
Todd Daringer is an active Friend who has been pursuing donations of videos and dvds for the museum. Todd
has been instrumental in the museum’s acquisition of nearly 30 new videos and dvds from Timeless Tractor,
Classic Tractor Fever, and many others featuring tractor shows from across the nation. Videos and dvds will be
available for viewing at the museum in the near future.

Todd’s efforts have created a unique opportunity for another Friend and great exposure for the museum.
Classic Tractor Fever not only donated videos to our museum, they also visited the museum to shoot pictures of a
Plymouth tractor owned by Friend Bob Kleis for their 2008 Calendar. The museum will be selling this calendar for
2008.
Members of our Friends organization such as Bill, Betty,
and Todd, are actively enhancing the museum with their
involvement. There are other Friends that are making a
difference in the direction the museum is headed. We
encourage all members to become more involved with the
museum.
Please contact Jeremy Steele at 1-402-472-8389
(jsteele4@unl.edu) to discuss how your involvement can
enhance the museum and provide opportunities for
others.

Visit: www.TractorTestFriends.com

From Nebraska Test Laboratory: Director Roger Hoy
Work is proceeding on a new test track. As of July 12th, the old track has been removed. All utility work
(storm sewers, water lines and electrical conduits) underneath the track have been replaced. By the time you are
reading this article, the flat portion of the track (22 ft. width oval) will be completed. During the next several
weeks, additional concrete pours will take place to form the banked ends and the approach drive to the track.
Work will conclude with the installation of drain tile and gravel around the inside of the track to carry away any
water that might find itself on or under the track. It appears that the work will conclude sufficiently soon that
our fall test schedule will not be affected. Landscaping and seeding around the track will take place in the fall
when it is seasonally appropriate.

This fall represents another busy test season for us. We will be
dominated by Case-New Holland who will bring five tractors from
Fargo, ND and four more from Burr Ridge IL. We will also test a couple
of under 100 HP John Deere tractors and at the end of the fall season
we will have our first visit from FarmTrac. Finally, at the beginning of
the season, we will conduct some drawbar tests with a New Holland TG
245 tractor that was officially tested this spring. CNH kindly left this
tractor with us over the summer so that we can conduct some testing
to verify that there is no difference in performance between the old
and new drawbar tracks.

FarmTrac Tractor Model

